Abstract Survey data are often used to map cultural diversity by aggregating scores of attitude and value items across countries. However, this procedure only makes sense if the same concept is measured in all countries. In this study we argue that when (co)variances among sets of items are similar across countries, these countries share a common way of assigning meaning to the items. Clusters of cultures can then be observed by doing a cluster analysis on the (co)variance matrices of sets of related items. This study focuses on family values and gender role attitudes. We find four clusters of cultures that assign a distinct meaning to these items, especially in the case of gender roles. Some of these differences reflect response style behavior in the form of acquiescence. Adjusting for this style effect impacts on country comparisons hence demonstrating the usefulness of investigating the patterns of meaning given to sets of items prior to aggregating scores into cultural characteristics.
Introduction
To develop measurements of national cultures, scholars often use cross-national surveys and aggregate individual-level responses to Likert-type items from these surveys to the national level. For example, Inglehart (1997) positions countries on a survival versus self-expression dimension and a traditional versus rational-secular dimension by aggregating factor scores derived from individual-level measurements of personal values and attitudes. Other experts on human values systems, such as Schwartz (1992) or Hofstede (2001) also investigate cultural differences using aggregate scores derived from individual-level variables. However, the approach of using aggregated scores is prone to two complications that may confound findings in cross-cultural research: firstly, cultural diversity in the interpretation of the content of items and secondly, cultural differences in how people respond to survey questions regardless of the content of the questions.
The first complication is researched by checking measurement invariance (Kankaras and Moors 2010; Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998; Vandenberg and Lance 2000) . Establishing measurement invariance implies that all groups being compared assign the same meaning to all items that compose a measurement scale. However, tests of whether measurement invariance holds across groups usually lead to the conclusion that one cannot validly compare groups, and thus suggests that means scores across countries are not fully comparable. Recently this perspective has been challenged by Welzel and Inglehart (2016) who argued that even in cases that country level aggregate scores entirely lack convergence at the individual level, i.e. measurement in-equivalence, these aggregate scores still are meaningful in their own right when they converge with external criteria. In their study Welzel and Inglehart (2016) validate country-level scores on emancipative values with indices of effective democracy and cognitive mobilization. In this paper we reason differently. In our view finding out whether respondents from different countries assign the same meaning to survey items is a cultural finding in its own right and not merely a methodological artifact. Furthermore, we will show that neglecting this diversity in aggregating individual responses to the national level might be dangerous.
The second complication in cross-cultural research is the cultural difference in response styles. Respondents in certain countries can be influenced by certain cultural norms when answering survey questions, for example, by having a tendency to answer toward the agree-side of the scale, regardless of item content. Previous research (Billiet and McClendon 2000; Welkenhuysen-Gybels et al. 2003) has demonstrated that this tendency, also known as acquiescence, systematically distorts measurement. Usually this is regarded as a form of bias, but in this research we think of this phenomenon as another source of cultural diversity in responding to survey items. The mapping of such cultural variations in response style is of equal importance as the mapping of content variation.
In this paper we investigate whether, and to what extent, cultural variations exist in the meaning assigned to items linked to family values and gender role attitudes across Europe. In a European Union context in which egalitarian policies are developed, an increased understanding on what causes cultural variations in these items is of utmost importance. The novelty of our study involves following a stepwise approach aimed ad discovering the principal cultural differences. First, we use cluster analysis to group countries in such a way that the largest differences in (co)variances among both sets of items are identified in clusters of cultures. These clusters are internally more measurement invariant than the pooled group of European countries, thus increasing within cluster comparability. Then we estimate separate measurement models for all clusters. Each measurement model is then adjusted for acquiescent response behavior and compared to models that do not adjust for this type of response style. The final purpose then is to demonstrate how within 'clusters of cultures' differences between countries shift, depending on whether the measurement model has been defined on the pooled versus cluster specific measurement models. Whether accounting for acquiescence contributes to our understanding of differences is demonstrated as well. This study will show that particular family values and gender role items truly have different and sometimes opposite meanings in different countries, even to the extent that what is regarded as egalitarian in one culture might have an opposite meaning in another culture.
Clusters of cultures
To identify national cultures, scholars can use survey data on values and attitudes and aggregate Likert-type scale scores to the national and/or regional level. To do this it is necessary that respondents assign a similar meaning to the questions that are used to measure these attitudes or values (Hui and Triandis 1985; Johnson 1998; Kankaras and Moors 2010) . This is commonly known as measurement equivalence (Hui and Triandis 1985; Van de Vijver and Leung 1997) or measurement invariance (Welkenhuysen-Gybels et al. 2003) . The assessment of measurement invariance usually follows a standard procedure, which involves the formal comparison of the (co-)variance matrices of all items across all countries in a series of measurement models defining different levels of comparability (Steenkamp and Baumgartner 1998; Vandenberg and Lance 2000) . The initial step is an omnibus test of overall measurement invariance. It examines whether the observed covariance matrices are invariant (or similar) across all countries. In practice, the null hypothesis stating invariant observed covariances, indicating incomparability between countries, is usually rejected making the test virtually trivial. The next step is to check for configural invariance that evaluates whether the pattern of factor loadings is similar in every country. Configural invariance is required to test for metric invariance, that verifies whether factor loadings are similar or not, and for scalar invariance, that tests whether both the factor loadings and the regression intercepts of the observed items related to the latent variables are invariant across countries.
In comparative cross-cultural research, differences in these factor loadings mean that respondents from a certain country interpret the meaning of survey questions differently from respondents in another country. If measurements are not at least metric invariant across countries, then comparing these country means would be like comparing apples to oranges. Hence, the importance of assessing measurement invariance is evident as a universe of cultures is rarely established and procedures to identify countries that have comparable measurements do not always produce unequivocal results (WelkenhuysenGybels et al. 2003; Welkenhuysen-Gybels and Van de Vijver 2001) .
In this study we deviate from the stepwise procedure by, in the first step of the analysis, clustering countries according to their similarities in their variances and covariances between items, resulting in subsets of countries in which measurement invariance is more likely to occur. The need to identify subsets of equivalent groups has been recognized by others (Welkenhuysen-Gybels et al. 2003; Welkenhuysen-Gybels and Van de Vijver 2001) . Their approach involved a cluster analysis either on a similarity matrix for the factor loadings or on the factor loadings themselves, which is at the final step of the analyses. We also run a cluster analysis, but then on the associations between the items of the selected scales, which is prior to deciding on a particular measurement model. Consequently, we postpone the issue of defining a measurement model that is required to use in the standard procedure for studying measurement invariance. The key idea is that when countries share similar associations between items, they share measurement invariance regardless of how that measurement model could be defined. Following this logic, we cluster European countries into a smaller number of clusters of countries that are internally more homogeneous than the European sample as a whole. Comparing the differences in the measurement models between these clusters of countries then reveals the main source of heterogeneity in meaning assigned to the items.
Admittedly, this approach is exploratory, disregarding any theoretical reasoning regarding the underlying structure that causes the relationships among the items. However, this is exactly what we aim at: first we cluster countries with respect to their similarity in associations between items into sets of countries; then, in the next step of the analysis, we find the logic of the underlying measurement model within each set of countries defined. While we acknowledge that our procedure results in clusters of countries for which measurement invariance between clusters is not established, we emphasize that our interpretation of the results allows us to identify clusters of cultures that adopt different perspectives on the meaning of items. Hence, lack of measurement invariance is more than merely a methodological artifact: it also signals cultural variation in meaning giving systems. Thus, the goal of this paper is not to establish measurement invariance, but rather to elevate the concept of difference in meaning assigned to survey questions as an expression of cultural diversity. Checking whether and to what extent acquiescence affects the measurement model is part of identifying the underlying logic of the measurement model. Previous research (Welkenhuysen-Gybels et al. 2003) has demonstrated that including such a response style factor often increases the validity of measurements in assessments of measurement invariance. Before elaborating on modeling acquiescence we need to turn attention to the aforementioned recent polemic initiated by Welzel and Inglehart (2016) regarding the question whether establishing measurement invariance is truly necessary to aggregate individual level responses to the country level.
Misconceptions of measurement invariance?
The three classical approaches in researching cultural differences mentioned in the introduction, i.e. Hofstede, Inglehart and Schwartz, share the same assumption that value orientations that characterize cultures can be inferred from averaging scores of individual in 'matched samples' from each society. Such samples might be either representative samples or selective homogenous samples. This assumption has been challenged by scholars (e.g. Davidov et al. 2012) in structural equation modeling who argue that valid comparisons are only justified when (scalar) measurement invariance is established. Among the three classics Schwartz is most likely the one who assigns the most importance to this issue by recognizing that ''values whose meanings differ across cultures should not be used in cross-cultural comparison'' (Schwartz 2006, p. 144 ). Hofstede's perspective (2001) is different. He claims to present comparable results since his sampling design involves the selection of a highly homogenous group within countries, namely IBM workers. All these workers have experienced in-the-job training in an international company with a clear organizational culture. These workers were recruited on the same criteria thus increasing the likelihood that they are from similar educational background in all societies. As a consequence Hofstede argues that if any difference is observed between workers from different cultures this can only reflect true cultural differences. Inglehart (1997) , on the other hand, makes use of large within country samples that aim at capturing the heterogeneity within and between societies. It is within this context that the 'misconceptions of measurement equivalence' have been articulated. In a nutshell Welzel and Inglehart (2016) argue that-paraphrasing their own words-convergence patterns at the aggregate (country) level exist in their own right even when constructs entirely lack convergence at the individual level. Convergence at the aggregate level refers to criterion-related external validation of country-level indices. Convergence at the individual level is synonym of measurement invariance. Hence, they do not feel a need for establishing measurement invariance. They propagate a 'combinatory logic' as opposed to the 'dimensional logic' of the latent variable modeling approach. This combinatory logic involves the theoretical selection of items and combining them in accordance with the theoretical concept. Methodologist would label such an operationalization as an 'index' rather than a 'scale' since the latter implies checking the internal consistency. The quality of an index is usually tested by evaluating its external validity, a principle that is advocated by Welzel and Inglehart (2016) as well. Obviously, there is nothing wrong with theoretical selection of items to measure concepts. After all, this is what all researchers do, even researchers following the 'dimensional logic'. We subscribe to the idea that creating an index with items measuring different aspects of an overarching concept does not require that the constituting aspects intercorrelate consistent across cultures. Education, income and occupation, for instance, can be combined in an index of socio-economic status regardless whether and how these three aspects correlate. But when multiple items are selected to measure these constituting parts of the overarching concept, this is another story. In this study we will show that it is important to research what is in the mind of people when answering survey questions. After all the theoretical relevance of selecting items to measure a concept is in the mind of the social scientist. It remains to be seen whether it is also in the mind of the respondent. Imagine the situation in which a researcher would have chosen the items ''a job is alright but what most women really want is a home and children'' and ''having a job is the best way for a woman to be an independent person'' to create an index of job-related emancipative values. From a theoretical point of view the first item is a contra-indicative measure and the second an indicative measure. One can easily create an index consistent with this theoretical conceptualization and calculate country means. How the two items relate to one another across countries is then ignored. In this study we take particular interest in researching such variation in associations since it expresses cultural diversity in its own right. Cultures may differ in how they perceive emancipative values. To be sure that differences in associations between items reflect differences in perception of emancipative values we need to recognize that cultural differences in how respondents answer to survey questions may be partially explainable by response style behavior.
Modeling acquiescence
Acquiescence is a response style that occurs when respondents answer agreeingly to Likerttype items regardless of item content (Billiet and McClendon 2000; Paulhus 1991) . It can be caused by, for example, an interaction between an acquiescent personality and a questionnaire that is taxing to the respondent (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 2001) , and it also occurs more often among low educated people and older people (Billiet and McClendon 2000; Greenleaf 1992; Meisenberg and Williams 2008; Weijters et al. 2010) . Acquiescence can also be regarded as a cultural characteristic, as respondents from different countries and cultures display different levels of acquiescence (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 2001; Diamantopoulos et al. 2006; Greenleaf 1992) . For example, van Herk et al. (2004) , find that the Mediterranean countries Spain, Italy and Greece have higher levels of acquiescence than the Western European countries Germany, France and England.
The differences in acquiescence can affect the scores and the associations between items differently in each country. Disregarding these effects confounds the identification of cultural differences of content factors with cultural variations in response style behavior.
Clusters of cultures: diversity in meaning of family value… 2741 Cheung and Rensvold (2000) and Leung (1989) demonstrate that acquiescence inflates factor scores and intercepts, and consequently leads to scale displacement. For example, it may be that country A and country B have the same true, unbiased score on a certain cultural dimension. They are, for example, equally traditional concerning their family values. However, the respondents in country A score higher on acquiescence, i.e., they answer systematically more agreeing than respondents in country B. Consequently, country A will get a structurally higher, more inflated score on the construct of interest than country B if response style behavior is ignored. In the case of family values, it would seem that country A would have values that are more modern than country B, but this is a difference caused by cultural differences in the acquiescence response style.
Besides the effects of acquiescence on the scores, the latent structure of the data is also affected. Correlations and covariances between items may be inflated, deflated or partly artificial due to spurious relations between variables caused by acquiescent response style behavior (Couch and Keniston 1960; Ray 1983) . This, in turn, influences the conclusions about the relationships between these items and scales when, for example, performing factor analysis (Baumgartner and Steenkamp 2001) . The standard approach ignores the acquiescence response style in comparative research, making it unclear whether the found differences are cultural differences in content or cultural differences in the use of acquiescence response style. Accounting for acquiescence in the measurement model is therefore essential.
A number of different approaches for dealing with acquiescence in Likert-type scales has been developed (Van Vaerenbergh and Thomas 2012). Most of them have in common that balanced sets of items, with both positively and negatively formulated questions, are required in order to uncover acquiescence. With only positively (or only negatively) formulated items, one cannot make a distinction between respondents who acquiesce and respondents who do not acquiesce but agree with the measured constructs (Billiet and McClendon 2000; Paulhus 1991; Ray 1983 ). However, balancing scales does not necessarily eliminate all variance due to acquiescence, so even with balanced scales acquiescence needs to be controlled. The best method to deal with acquiescence when item sets include both positively and negatively formulated questions has been introduced by Billiet & McClendon (2000; see also Welkenhuysen-Gybels et al. 2003) . It involves a confirmatory factor analysis model of two distinct content factors with factor loadings on their sets of items and a latent acquiescence factor that loads on all of the items of the two constructs ( Fig. 1 ). There are two main assumptions regarding acquiescence in this model. Firstly, acquiescence is a common factor behind one or two independent sets of (partially) balanced agree-disagree items. Secondly, acquiescence should have nonzero variance, though its variance should be smaller than the variance of the content factor. Billiet and McClendon (2000) test different models with Belgian data, and Cambre et al. (2002) test the models with European data, and in their studies they find that the model with two latent content factors and one latent acquiescence factor has the best fit in comparison to the model without the acquiescent factor.
In this research we use this approach by comparing a two content factor model distinguishing 'family values' and 'gender roles', with a model that adds an acquiescence response style (Fig. 1 ). Both sets of items include positively and negatively worded items (see Table 1 ). Although it is not a requirement of the method, we have restricted the loadings of the acquiescent response style to be equal across all items for theoretical reasons. If acquiescence constitutes a response 'style' rather than a 'nuisance', then it should define a constant factor influencing the answering tendencies of respondents to items equally, irrespective of their content. Furthermore, by imposing equality constraints of the acquiescence factor on all items we avoid confounding its measurement with any hidden content in the data, while with unequal loadings this response style factor might capture some obscure 'content'. Two additional restrictions apply to our models. Firstly, we define the model in such a way that the style factor does not correlate with the latent constructs family values and gender roles, because acquiescence should be independent of one's opinion on family life matters. The two content factors are allowed to correlate. Secondly, the variances of the latent variables are restricted to be 1, as this automatically standardizes the factor loadings.
Data
In this paper we use the data of the European Values Study (EVS) 2008. This is the fourth, most recent wave of the EVS, in which 47 European countries participated, 1 with a total sample size of 67,786 respondents. Quality control of the data is established by harmonizing data collection and translation across countries. The data was collected by a representative multi-stage or stratified random sample and all the interviews where done faceto-face, with the exception of Finland (internet panel) and Sweden (postal survey). Comparability of constructs can be compromised by the translation of the data (Harkness 2003) . For that reason, careful translation of the English source questionnaire in each of the country's national language was aimed for. Most of the countries used WebTrans, which is a questionnaire database and translation system designed by Gallup (GESIS 2010).
We selected two balanced sets of items that measure family values (7 items) and gender roles (8 items) (see Table 1 for details). The original answering scale of the family values scale ranges from 1 (agree strongly) to 5 (disagree strongly), and the answering scale of the gender roles ranges from 1 (agree strongly) to 4 (disagree strongly). The '?' behind the items are the positively formulated questions, indicating more modern views on the subjects of family values and gender roles, while the '-' items are the negatively formulated questions, indicating the more traditional views. To facilitate interpretation of results we reversed the coding of the items so that a high score corresponds with agreement with the statement.
Respondents with more than two missing values per construct set were omitted from the analysis. This involved 3184 (4.7 %) respondents. Single imputation was used in other cases to avoid further loss of data due to the listwise deletion of respondents. The imputed values were estimated by means of a multinomial logistic regression model using the 15 items from family values and gender roles, and the covariates country, gender, age, and educational level. The final sample size in the analysis consists of 64,602 respondents.
Method
To identify internally homogeneous groups of countries, we clustered the 47 countries based on their variance-covariance matrices of the 15 items on gender roles and family values. To this end we created a dataset with 47 rows-the 47 countries-and with 120 columns, which consist of the 120 values in each variance-covariance matrix. Each of the variables in this created dataset represents either the variance of an item or the covariance between two items referring to family values and gender roles. We adopted a hierarchical Ward clustering procedure with squared Euclidian distances. The Ward cluster method matches cases in a cluster in such a way that the within-cluster variance is minimized, and it thus clusters countries that are closest together first. The purpose of this first step in the analyses is to define 'clusters of cultures' in their similarity regarding the covariance structure in the item sets.
In the next step of the analysis, we conducted two confirmatory factor analyses per found cluster, one excluding and one including acquiescence. In this way we can uncover differences in the measurement models of family values and gender roles between the clusters. By adding acquiescence to the model, we research its impact on the measurement model and again compare the found clusters. It is important to note that no formal measurement invariance testing is conducted neither between nor within clusters. Running separate analyses implies non-invariant measurement models and that is exactly what we aim at since the pre-grouping of countries by means of cluster analysis is expected to maximize the differences in measurement models between clusters. The items in the analysis are ordinal and skewed; we therefore use WLS estimation based on polychoric correlations, as this method gives robust estimates with this type of data (Flora and Curran 2004) . Model comparisons are made using the suitable fit indices. We use RMSEA and comparative fit index (CFI), as suggested by Hutchinson and Olmos (1998) since Chi square measures tend to have poor fit with non-normal data and large sample sizes, as is the case in this study. RMSEA values below 0.05 indicate good fit, and below 0.08 there is acceptable fit. The higher the CFI value the better the model fit and preferably its value should exceed the 0.95 level.
Our primary interest is in comparing the results from models with different clusters of cultures, with and without acquiescence. To that purpose we will first research which clusters of countries emerge from comparing their covariances between the selected items. At each level of the cluster classification we define our measurement models with and without acquiescence. Finally country means in each of these models are estimated and compared to evaluate the impact of recognizing 'clusters of cultures' in relative position of countries on family values and gender roles.
Results

Cluster analysis
The first step in the analysis concerns the a-priori clustering of the 47 European countries in terms of their (dis)similarities in the covariance matrix of gender roles and family value items. The Ward cluster method initiates the analysis with the 47 countries in 47 clusters, which is the cluster solution where all the clusters are internally perfectly homogeneous, because they only contain one country each. One by one, the clusters or countries with the smallest distance are merged, until there is only one cluster left with all 47 countries, and it is maximally heterogeneous.
To help decide on the number of clusters to extract, we use the dendrogram of the cluster analysis (Fig. 2) . The two cluster solution in the dendrogram identifies a roughly principal distinction between mostly Western versus mostly Eastern European countries. The three-cluster solution further subdivides the Western cluster into a North Western cluster, that includes the British Isles, The Netherlands, and the Nordic countries except for Norway, and a Mid-Western cluster that includes Norway and countries from the mid-west of Europe like France, Germany, Switzerland and Spain. Next, the four cluster solution subdivides the Eastern cluster into a mixed Mediterranean-East cluster, and a FormerCommunist cluster. The mixed Mediterranean-East cluster consists of Portugal and the Mediterranean countries Italy, Greece, Malta and (Northern) Cyprus, and also the formerCommunist countries Estonia, Poland, Croatia and Slovenia. The Former-Communist cluster consists of countries that used to have a communist regime, like Czech Republic, Latvia, former Yugoslavian states and Russia. Turkey is the exception in this cluster, as it never had a communist regime.
Although subsequent cluster solutions further subdivide the initial cluster compositions, and hence increasingly define more homogeneous clusters of countries, we decided to not further increase the number of clusters for two reasons. First, additional clusters merely implied further fragmentation of countries into either outliers (a single country defining a cluster) or a small number of countries. Second, the main source of incomparability among groups of countries would be observed in subdividing the pool of countries into two and four clusters, whereas further subdividing these clusters would reflect secondary sources of differences in measurement model. The logic of this reasoning will be revealed when interpreting the results. We will show that the biggest change in country location on family values and gender role is when comparing the pooled (1-cluster) measurements with the 2-cluster model. Differences are smaller when comparing the 2-cluster with the 4-cluster model.
Confirmatory factor analyses
The focus of these analyses is to compare measurement models across clusters and to investigate the impact of acquiescence. 14 different models are tested and the fit indices compared, as is presented in Table 2 . The first two models in Table 2 are based on the complete sample of all 47 European countries. The next four models are based on the twocluster solution, with the Western cluster (Models A) and the Eastern cluster (Models B). Both of these clusters are modeled without and with acquiescence (respectively Models A-/B-and Models A?/B?). The next eight models are based on the four-cluster solution. The Western cluster subdivides in a North Western cluster (A1) and a Mid-Western cluster (A2), and the Eastern cluster subdivides in a Mediterranean-East cluster (B1) and a Former-Communist cluster (B2). Again, the '-' and '?' behind the model number indicates the exclusion or inclusion of acquiescence in the model. All our models display a RMSEA below 0.05, indicating good fit for all the models that are tested. However, the CFI never reaches the benchmark of 0.95. Part of this is due to the fact that not all items act in an optimal and consistent way across models. Factor loadings-presented further in Table 3 -show that particular items have relatively low loadings depending on the model estimated. The consequence of that is that CFI indices deteriorate. The usual solution is to delete such items from the model but in the current study this is not an option since identifying items that caused poorer CFI values varies from model to model. This already shows the diversity in meaning given to the items depending on which countries are included in the measurement model. The fit measures in this paper do however indicate the improvement of the fit when adding the response style acquiescence to the model and when moving from one, to two, to four European clusters. When the model with all the countries in one cluster is estimated, the CFI with a value of 0.327 is very low, and although the CFI increases to 0.604 when adding the response style, it is obvious that the imposed model does not fit all the European countries pooled together in one cluster. In the next step the fit of both the Western (A) and Eastern (B) clusters is better than in the model with all the countries in one cluster, and the fit improves even more when acquiescence is included into the model, with the Western cluster having a CFI of 0.828 and the Eastern cluster a lower CFI of 0.660. Next, these clusters are split into four distinct clusters, containing an even more homogeneous pool of countries. This further improves model fit, and besides that, the four clusters benefit from the added acquiescence.
The best fitting model is model A1?, the North Western Cluster with acquiescence, while the less well fitting models are found with the Mediterranean-East and FormerCommunist clusters. An explanation might be that the items sets were formulated in a Western European context since the items were included in the early waves of the EVS project, and they might not translate well to other cultural (e.g. Eastern European) settings.
In short, what the results indicate is that clustering the countries into clusters that are more internally homogeneous and adding acquiescence to the model improves model fit. In the next section we are going to inspect the estimated factor loadings of these models more closely, and compare the clusters and the models with and without acquiescence. Table 3 displays the factor loadings of the pooled (T), the 2-clusters (A and B) and 4-clusters analyses (A1, A2, B1, and B2). In all cases a distinction is made between a model without (e.g. A-) and with (e.g. A?) acquiescence. In interpreting factor loadings it is important to recall that reversal of the sign of the loadings from one analyses to the other might occur. This merely reflects reverse scaling of the latent factors and has no further substantive meaning.
The results from the pooled analyses demonstrate what has been indicated in the literature, namely that factor loadings of positively and negatively worded items become more similar in weight when adjusting for acquiescence. Even the association between family values and gender roles increases. More striking is the comparison with the results when analyses are done separately for the two major clusters A and B. The Western (A) cluster's results are fairly close to the results from the pooled analyses. The Eastern (B) cluster differs profoundly even in such a way that in the model without acquiescence the loadings of all items except one are in the same direction rather than showing opposite signs consistent with the theoretical labeling presented in Table 1 . Adding acquiescence reduces the anomaly and partly restores the expected factor loading structure, except for item V157 that remains inconsistent. A second striking finding is that factor loadings of items differ in magnitude between both clusters even when acquiescence is accounted for. The negatively worded Family Values items (V154, V155 and V157) and the positively worded Gender Role items (V160, V161 and V162) show substantive lower loadings in the Eastern cluster. Finally it is worth mentioning that item V158 on the topic of 'a child's duty to take care of parents' has poor loadings in the pooled and Western (A) cluster model. In the Eastern (B) cluster this changes and the item contributes more clearly in defining family values. That these general clusters differ in their perception of family values and gender role is also expressed in the correlation between these two latent factors. In the Western (A) cluster they correlate as expected: being egalitarian in family values correlates with being egalitarian in gender role values. This relationship is not observed in the Eastern (B) cluster: the correlation is weak and not in the expected direction. To clarify this unexpected result we need to have a closer look at the results from the 4-cluster analyses.
The aforementioned findings imply that the presumed balancing of items and their contribution in identifying family values is cultural (pre)defined. Certain items in the set have very specific meanings across both general clusters. It is equally clear from these findings that splitting up the pooled data into two clusters of countries was valuable.
Further subdividing both general clusters again show diversity in results. Comparing factor loading structures of the two sub-clusters (A1 and A2) within the Western (A) cluster shows only minor differences in magnitude of loadings. The subdivision of the Eastern (B) cluster proved to be valuable since the smaller cluster of East-Mediterranean countries (B1) reveal factor loadings that are much more consistent with the theoretically expected signs of loadings. Adding acquiescence even further increases consistency with expectations. The correlation between the two latent factors is also as expected but less strong than in the two Westers clusters. This cluster B1 only differs in magnitude of loadings compared to the Western clusters. The picture of factors presented in the B cluster model was dominated by the countries classified in the Former-Communist (B2) cluster. Interpretations of model B should thus be limited to countries included in model B2.
The results from cluster B2 raise questions since they deviate most from theoretical expectations. Even adding acquiescence only partly resolves the issue. One line of reasoning that we tested was: 'what happens if we further subdivide cluster B2 into multiple clusters?' The dendrogram presented in Fig. 2 then reveals that the next step in clustering would first result in isolating two countries that define a cluster of their own, i.e. Turkey and Azerbaijan. Further subdivision results in separating Kosovo from two clusters with a few countries and one larger cluster of 12 countries. We have rerun model B2 analyses with limiting the number of countries included, first excluding Turkey and Azerbaijan (selected countries B12_19 in Table 2 ), then restricting the analyses to include the selection of 12 countries (selected countries B2_12 in Table 2 ) with the highest level of homogeneity in their covariance structure. Comparing factor loadings of models without acquiescence revealed no changes in loadings. Changes were only observed in models with acquiescence. In the model excluding Turkey and Azerbaijan the single most important change was with item V157. Although small, the loading was now consistent with theoretical expectation which was not the case in model B2. Further limiting the analyses to the aforementioned selection of 12 countries confirmed the change in loading of V157 and the magnitude of its effect increased substantially to the same level as the two other positively worded family values items (V154 and V155). On top of that the correlation between the two latent class factors became consistent with theoretical expectations. In none of the analyses including the selection of countries from cluster B we observed the same size in association between family values and gender roles as we found in cluster A.
Taken together these analyses clearly demonstrate that the 'clusters of cultures' approach developed in this research was capable of detecting major cleavages in measurement models of grouped countries. The approach involved classifying countries according to their similarity in covariances between family values and gender role items. The first clustering into two general clusters revealed the most substantive differences in measurement. Further subdivision of these two general clusters proved to be relevant for only one of them, namely the Eastern (B) cluster. Additionally limiting the selection of countries within one of these sub-clusters (B2) resulted in fine-tuning results: the overall picture is less affected but it accounted for item-specific inconsistencies.
4.3 What difference does it make? Impact of differential ways of measuring family values and gender roles on country differences
As indicated above the adherents to a 'combinatory logic' in creating indices of values orientations do not feel a need to establish measurement invariance (Welzel and Inglehart 2016) . We argued that combining items following a theoretical logic is not necessarily wrong but needs to comply with what is in the mind of people. For this purpose we present comparisons of (dis)similarities between the different measures of Family Values and Gender roles in two ways: at the level of individual level correlates and by comparing country means. Our point of departure is the classification of countries into four clusters. Per cluster we have computed factor scores from the pooled, the 2-cluster and the 4-cluster analyses and standardized them within each cluster to make them comparable within each of the four clusters. We also calculated a sum-score index that is consistent with the theoretical classification of the items as presented in Table 1 . Such a sum-score corresponds with the 'combinatory logic' mentioned before. The main difference between this sum-score and the factor scores from the pooled analysis is that the latter uses a weighted combination of items whereas the first assigns an equal weight to all items. In Table 4 we present correlations between the sum score indices and the factor scores. The sum score is the theoretically defined operationalization-that is what is in the mind of the researcherand the factor scores are what is inferred from the response patterns of respondents-which is in the mind of the individual. As far as both Western clusters (A1 and A2) are concerned the correlations are relatively high-although not perfect-regardless whether the correlations were calculated from the pooled versus 2-and 4-cluster model. This suggests that the grouping of countries had little impact. Accounting for acquiescence generally increases these correlations except if they were already at a high level when the response style was not modelled. This is hardly a surprise since we already indicated that the model with ARS produced factor loadings that are more consistent with the theoretical classification of the negatively and positively worded items per latent factor (see Table 3 ). The story is different when inspecting correlations within the Eastern clusters B1 and B2. A reader should not be surprised in seeing that these correlations are relatively high when they were computed from the pooled factor analyses. After all, the pooled analyses-especially when ARS was included-resulted in factor loadings that were in agreement with the theoretical classification of items. A key finding from Table 3 , as indicated before, is that this factor structure is not observed when running analyses separately for Eastern (models B, B1 and B2) clusters. The importance of controlling for acquiescence within the Eastern clusters is also highlighted: when ARS is taken into account correlations substantially increase. The particularity of the B1 versus B2 cluster is highlighted in de findings from the 4-cluster model. Correlations are high within B1 but substantially lower in B2. This means that the discrepancy between theoretical meaning and what is in the mind of people is highest within this cluster. If we keep in mind that the theoretical logic of the item selection comes from within Western (European) tradition-the EVS-study was first set-up within Western European E.U. countries-this finding indicates the family values and gender role items do not necessarily mean the same thing across cultural systems. These individual level correlations indirectly indicate that country differences in factor mean scores might change depending on which cluster is examined and whether or not ARS is accounted for. Figures 3, 4 , 5, and 6 provide the evidence in case of Gender Roles. Similar findings were observed in case of Family Values. We have ordered the countries in descending order of factor scores estimated with the pooled data without ARS. Zigged lines indicate that country order is thus altered compared to this reference. Higher scores indicate higher levels of egalitarianism in gender roles.
We indicated before that the subdivision of the Western (A) cluster into two sub-clusters (A1 and A2) did not reveal major differences in factor weights but that the difference with the pooled results is more important. In Figs. 3 and 4 this interpretation is substantiated.
Figures from the 2-versus 4-cluster solution hardly differ. The principal differences with the pooled results are that (a) the 4 Nordic countries are separated more clearly from the other countries in Cluster A1-with Nordic countries being more egalitarian in gender roles; and (b) Belgium (cluster A2) being located higher on gender roles in the cluster specific analyses than in the pooled analyses. These findings apply most when ARS is taken into account since differences in mean factor loadings in the pooled data are clearly affected by it. ARS doesn't impact on country means in the cluster-specific analyses. Contrary to the Western clusters ARS clearly impacts on country means of the Eastern clusters. This finding is in line with findings from the measurement models (Table 3) as well as with results from calculating individual-level correlations between factor-scores (Table 4) . That separating cluster B1 from B2 was relevant is highlighted by the finding that the results from the 2-cluster analysis (pooling all countries from B1 and B2) produces country differences within cluster B1 that are clearly different from the separate analyses in the 4-cluster model. Country differences within cluster B1 are similar irrespective of whether they are obtained from the pooled or from the 4-cluster model. The particularity of cluster B2 results is illustrated in Fig. 6 . In this case the 2-cluster and 4-cluster results are more in line, thus confirming our previous interpretation that the 2-cluster measurement model was dominated by the countries classified in cluster B2. The zigged lines illustrate a strong impact of ARS on country location. What is more important is that country differences within this cluster of former communist countries vary depending whether they are estimated from the pooled data versus the cluster-specific results. This is definitely the case when ARS is not taken into account, but even controlling for ARS leads to differential location of countries on their mean gender roles values. Again this is in line with the finding that at the individual level the correlation of the factor scores with the gender role index is lowest (0.875, see Table 3 ). The implication of this finding is that the alleged theoretical interpretation of the meaning of items is not unequivocally reflected in the mind of the respondents belonging to this cluster B2.
Summary and discussion
This research set out to explore cultural variations in the meaning that is assigned to items indicating family values and gender roles. We focus on two different complications that impact on the responses given to two sets of items from the EVS of 2008. One complication is the variation in content meaning given to items as is expressed in the underlying covariation among items. The second complication is defined by cultural variations in how respondents answer survey questions independent of the content that is being measured. Our exploratory journey started with a cluster analysis of the country specific (co)variance matrices which allowed us to classify countries in clusters of cultures that differ in their (co)variances between items. This proved to be a valuable approach since the major difference between cultures was articulated in the comparison of the separate measurement models across two general and four subdivided clusters with results from the pooled (one group) analyses. Most striking was the finding that the assumed balancing of items was not observed in all situations. This balancing was partly restored by adding an acquiescence response style. Measurement models differed across cultures. We advise that applied researchers show some reluctance in interpreting the family values and gender role items as representing the same concept across cultures. Our research showed that this is an assumption that is not tenable in all situations. A second finding with implications for cross-cultural comparative research is that ranking countries on family values or gender roles may be spurious due to response style behavior. This finding is not unique to our research but we discovered that acquiescence only affected country rankings in the Eastern countries and more specifically countries classified within the Former-Communist cluster. This study introduced the idea that 'clusters of countries' can be identified by comparing differences in covariance structures in a set of items intended to measure family values and gender roles. Respondents from countries that share a similar covariance structure tend to think alike in responding to the survey items. That thinking is (or might be) linked to both the content of the items and the response style respondents may use when answering survey questions. Our analyses have demonstrated the usefulness of this approach. Obviously there are limits to the clustering of countries: the more groups defined, the less interesting the within cluster comparisons become since they only pertain to few countries. In this research moving beyond the 4-cluster solution implies finding 'clusters' of separate countries and clusters including 2 or 3 countries. What was interesting is that moving beyond the 4-cluster solution only suggested that one particular item's meaning substantially changed by omitting particular countries from the pool together with one association. Hence, the difference was in details rather than in the overall picture.
There are challenges to future research that emerge from this study. We clearly demonstrated that accounting for acquiescence has the potential to increase comparability in measurement between cultural clusters as well as to impact on country differences in the attitudes or values of interest, in this case: gender roles and family values. In surveying the literature, we found few datasets that include (partially) balanced scales of items; a prerequisite to model acquiescence. A first challenge then is to define such balanced sets of items to measure different attitudes and values. However, in some cases, it might not be possible to define balanced sets of items. In these instances, the method used in our approach that disentangles covariance of items into common content versus response style, is not applicable. A second challenge to future research is therefore to investigate whether a measure of acquiescence can be found that is not based on the response behavior portrayed by these balanced scales, but still accommodates for response biases as well, thus having a positive impact on cross-cultural comparative research. By extension this applies to the idea that other types of response style behavior might have similar impact on the measurement of attitudes or values. Further digging into how to measure response style behavior in order to improve measurement models, thus improving the substantive conclusions resulting from cross-cultural comparisons is definitely subject of our future research.
